VARIATION VARIATION

LEGEND:
1. GALVANEAL DOOR
2. STAINLESS STEEL EDGE CAPS
3. 1/4" STAINLESS STEEL THRESHOLD SHIPPED LOOSE FOR INSTALLATION BY DOOR INSTALLER
4. RF FOAM SEAL TO BE FIT AND APPLIED BY INSTALLER ON SITE
5. ACOUSTIC & RF BRONZE SEAL TO BE FIT AND APPLIED BY INSTALLER ON SITE
6. ACOUSTIC SWEEP SEAL TO BE FIT AND APPLIED BY INSTALLER AT SITE
7. ACOUSTIC & RF MORTISED DOOR BOTTOM SEAL

ELEVATION
5/8" = 1'-0"

DETAIL "A"
1/8" = 1'-0"

DETAIL "B"
2 7/8"
2 7/8"

UPC
8" = 1'-0"

LESS CAPS WITH CAPS

STC50 AND 40dB RF-SHELDDED DOOR